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This paper aims to make the following main contribution: to show how to use 
the concrete nature of Scott’s information systems to advantage in solving recursive 
domain equations. The method is based on the substructure relation between 
information systems. This essentially makes a complete partial order (cpo) of 
information systems. Standard domain constructions like function space can be 
made continuous on this cpo so the solution of recursive domain equations reduces 
to the more familiar construction of forming the least fixed-point of a continuous 
function. 0 1991 Academic Press. Inc 
INTRODUCTION 
The mathematical theory of semantics of programming languages 
founded by Dana Scott and Christopher Strachey has been based on 
partial orders of information. To give the idea, in a simple imperative 
language a command might be denoted by a partial function from a set of 
input states to a set of output states. When a function is more defined we 
think of it as having more information because it tells us more about the 
input/output behaviour. In general of course the partial orders of 
information can be considerably more complicated, reflecting more 
intricate types of information, such as for instance that associated with a 
procedure which takes procedures as arguments. But the central idea is still 
the same: increasing in the partial order means increasing information. Just 
as one thinks of computing an integer or a final state so can one think of 
computing an element in these more abstract partial orders of information. 
And just as one has computations from input states to output states 
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one can have computations which from input in one partial order of 
information compute output in another. 
Not all partial orders make sense when these intuitions are refined and 
not surprisingly to get the theory to work people had to narrow down to 
more specific kinds of partial order. The most general partial orders in use 
are complete partial orders (abbreviated to cpos). A cpo has a least element 
I, called “bottom,” which stands for null information and satisfies a com- 
pleteness axiom which we try to motivate. Imagine computing an element 
of information such as a partial function. The information need not come 
in one indivisible lump but may instead be presented as an increasing chain 
of elements of information, with information accumulating as time goes on. 
In a cpo the accumulation of this information, even over infinite time, 
is represented by an element of the partial order too. Formally, a cpo 
must satisfy the condition that if x0 c x1 E . c ?c, c ... is an increasing 
o-chain then it has a least upper bound (lub) u,,,, X, in the partial order. 
Thus computing a value in a cpo is associated with an increasing chain 
of elements. What if we want to compute output information from input 
information in this general setting? We would naturally expect to model 
this as a function from one cpo to another. However, not all functions 
would be feasible from a computational viewpoint. To be feasible a 
function f: D --* E from one cpo to another should be continuous in the 
following sense. Suppose information x in D is delivered in the form of a 
chain x0 E X, 5 . . c x, E . . , so x = u, E w  x,. More information as input 
should yield more information as output; in other words the function f 
should be monotonic, i.e., y c z implies f(y) c f’(z). Thus as output 
we expect f(xO) IZ~(X,) L ... & f(.~,,) c . . and ultimately f(x). By 
monotonicity un E w  f(x,) c f(s) = f( u,, t w  x,). To be continuous f should 
satisfy UnEwf(xn)=f(LlnEW x,). Intuitively the ultimate output value 
should be no more than the limit of the values determined at finite stages 
in delivering the input, so we can approximate the ultimate output value 
arbitrarily closely by the output values at finite stages. 
An important property of a continuous function f: D + D on a cpo is 
that it has a least fixed point given in a simple way. It is given by fix f = 
UnEofn(l). That this gives a fixed point follows directly from continuity 
because f(fixf)=f(U,.,f”(l))=U,.,f”+‘(l)=fixf. That it is the 
least follows simply too. Assume x is another fixed point, sof(x) = x. Then 
1 E x and inductively f”( I ) E x for all n, using monotonicity. Thus from 
its definition tixf c x. (In our work we shall need this result not just for 
cpos where the partial is over a set but also for large cpos which are over 
a class. However, the proof is the same.) 
Cpos and continuous functions provide a category in which one can do 
a great deal of denotational semantics but, in general, cpos are much too 
crude to support a theory of computability. Before we can talk about a 
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computable element of a cpo it must first be presented in an effective way. 
Most of the cpos which arise in practice are o-algebraic, which means that 
they have a countable basis of finite (or isolated, or compact) elements, 
and it is via an enumeration of this basis that a concept of computable 
element can be developed. The definition of finite element rests on the 
concept of a directed subset of a cpo. A subset S of a cpo D is said to be 
directed iff it is non-null and satisfies Vs, t E S 3~ E S. s c u & t c U. An 
element x of a cpo D is finite iff x E u S * 3s E S. x c s, for all directed 
sets S. Intuitively a finite element is a element of information which if it is 
realised-used or produced-in a computation is realised in finite time. 
The set of finite elements of a cpo D is written as Do. A cpo D is algebraic 
iff every directed set has a lub and for all elements x the set {e LX 1 e E Do} 
is directed with lub x; it is said to be o-algebraic if Do is countable. With 
respect to an enumeration of the countable basis, one may say that an 
element is computable if it is the lub of a recursively enumerable set of finite 
elements. (There are theories of computability for cpos which are not 
algebraic-see, e.g., [Smyth, 1977]-but algebraic cpos seem to do when 
information is discrete; algebraicity can fail for the cpos of probability 
distributions in [Saheb-Djahromi, 19771.) 
The category of algebraic cpos has many nice properties but unfor- 
tunately lacks one essential characteristic; algebraic cpos with continuous 
functions do not form a Cartesian-closed category because the function 
space of two algebraic cpos need not be algebraic. As the function-space 
construction is used again and again in denotational semantics this might 
be a serious drawback. Fortunately there are Cartesian-closed (full) sub- 
categories of algebraic cpos, two of which are widely used. 
One is the category of SFP objects and we shall say more on this in the 
conclusion. The other, the one we shall be most concerned with here, is 
that of consistently complete algebraic cpos with continuous functions. A 
cpo is consistently complete iff every compatible set has a least upper 
bound. For X a subset of a partial order, we shall write XT to mean X is 
a compatible subset, i.e., 3y t/x E X. x c p’. Consistently complete algebraic 
cpos are often called domains and we shall write Dom for the category of 
domains and w-Dom for the subcategory of domains with a countable 
basis. (The reader is warned that “domain” is sometimes used very loosely 
and can refer to just a cpo.) 
Domains have an appealing and suggestive representation as information 
systems introduced by Dana Scott in [Scott, 19821. An information system 
can be viewed as prescription, or program, saying how to build a domain. 
In more detail an information system consists of a set of tokens, to be 
thought of as assertions, or propositions, one might make about a com- 
putation, which are related by entailment and consistency relations. SO 
information systems are well known and understood. What is novel is their 
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tie-up with domains. An information system determines a domain with 
elements those sets of tokens which are consistent and closed with respect 
to the entailment relation; the ordering is just set inclusion. Through them 
the elements of a domain are seen as the logically closed and consistent sets 
of assertions. The information associated with a computation is determined 
by the type of assertions one chooses to make about it, so previously 
abstract domain constructions can now be viewed as constructions on the 
logical apparatus used to describe computations. 
There are technical advantages to working with information systems 
rather than directly with domains. As pointed out in [Scott, 19821 
properties of domains can be derived rather than postulated and the 
representation makes them more amenable. In this paper we are specifically 
concerned with solving domain equations using the representation of 
information systems. Because information systems are based concretely on 
sets and relations they can be ordered to form a cpo. All the usual domain 
constructions have their counterparts as continuous operations on 
information systems. Recursive domain equations can then be solved using 
just the simple results we have given here for finding the least fixed point 
of a continuous function. 
This paper owes much to Dana Scott’s work. It is hoped that it will serve 
as a useful companion to the introduction to information systems in 
[Scott, 19821. However, note we shall give definitions which are slightly 
different from those given in [Scott, 19821 stemming from the fact that we 
do not assume that the token sets always contain a distinguished efement 
A (standing for the always true assertion). In all cases the domains 
associated with constructions here and those of the same name in [Scott, 
19821 will be isomorphic. 
1. INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
An information system consists of a set of tokens, a consistency 
predicate, and an entailment relation. Tokens are the units of information 
which may be valid of a computation. Those tokens which are taken to be 
relevant to a computation can vary according to which aspects one wishes 
to capture. They might be parts of bit patterns, at a concrete level, or the 
input-output pairs of a function being computed at a more abstract level. 
We assume that the tokens form a countable set. 
Tokens are in logical relationships with each other. In general not all 
subsets of tokens will be consistent-the validity of some may exclude the 
validity of others. For example a program computing a function on the 
integers cannot output two different numbers for the same input. We 
express the consistency of a set of tokens through a consistency predicate 
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on finite subsets of tokens. And sometimes sets of tokens may entail others. 
For instance two tokens will entail a third if this represents their conjunc- 
tion. We express this aspect through an entailment relation between sets of 
tokens. 
1.1. DEFINITION. An information system is defined to be a structure 
A = (A, Con, k)), where A is a countable set (the tokens), Con is a non-null 
subset of Fin(A) (the consistent sets), and t- is a subset of Con x A (the 
entailment relation) which satisfy: 
(i) XE YECon=+XECon 
(ii) aEA*(a}ECon 
(iii) X/-a=+-Xv {a}ECon 
(iv) XECon & aEX*Xka 
(v) (X, YECon & VbE Y. Xkh & Y kc)*Xt--c. 
Remark. Note, that unlike [Scott, 19821, we do not assume that the 
token sets always contain a distinguished element A standing for the always 
true assertion. 
An information system determines a family of subsets of tokens, called its 
elements. Think of the tokens as assertions about computations-assume 
that a token which is once true of a computation remains true of it. 
Intuitively an element of an information system is the set of tokens that can 
be truthfully asserted about a possible computation. This set of tokens can 
be viewed as the information content of the computation. As such the 
tokens should not contradict each other-they should be consistent-and 
should be closed under entailment. Of course this is once it has been 
decided to view the computation at the level of detail of the information 
system; in general there may be more than one information system used to 
view a computation corresponding to the different levels of abstraction 
involved. 
1.2. DEFINITION. The elements, IAI, of an information system A = 
(A, Con, t-) are those subsets x of A which are 
(i) finitely consistent: XE”” x * XE Con 
(ii) k-closed: XEx & Xt-aaaax. 
1.3. LEMMA. Let A = (A, Con, t) be an information system. Suppose 
XE Con and let Y be a finite subset of A. 
(i) Zf Xkb for every be Y then Xu YECon and YECon. 
(ii) The set R= {a E A 1 X t-a} is an element of A. 
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Proof. (i) Suppose X k b for every b E Y. We show Xu YE Con and 
YE Con by a simple induction on the size of Y. Clearly it holds when Y is 
null. Suppose Y is non-null, containing a token b’, and X t-b for all b E Y. 
Then Xt-b for all bE Y\{b’} so by induction X u ( Y\{ b’ } ) E Con. By (iv) 
and (v), Xu(Y\{b’}) tb’. By (iii), Xu YECon. By (i), YECon too. 
(ii) It follows from (i) that X= (u 1 X t a} is consistent in the sense 
of 1.2(i). It is k-closed because if Ys{alXta) and Yka’then X~Q’ 
by axiom (v) in the definition of information systems. 1 
1.4. Notation. The entailment relation, between consistent sets and 
tokens, extends in a natural way to a relation between consistent sets. Let 
X and Y be consistent sets of an information system (A, Con, 1). We write 
X k Y as an abbreviation for Vu E Y. X k a. 
For X any subset of the tokens of an information system write 
X=,,,{upzGX.Z~a)~. 
Thus an information system determines a family of sets. Such families 
have a simple characterisation. 
1.5. DEFINITION. A closedfumily of sets is a non-null set F of sets which 
satisfies 
(i) If S is a directed subset of (F, G ) then U SE F and 
(ii) If II is a non-null subset of F then n U E F. 
Remark. Closed families are mentioned in [Gratzer, 19681 and [Scott, 
19811. Peter Aczel [1983] has pointed out an approach to domains 
virtually the same as the one here; the only difference is that his is based 
on closed families but as we now see there is a l-l correspondence between 
information systems and closed families. 
1.6. THEOREM. (i) Let A be an information system. Then IAl is a closed 
family of sets. 
(ii) Let F be a closedfamily of sets. Define 
Then 9(F)= (AF, Con,, kF) is un information system. 
(iii) The maps A- IAl and F H 4(F) are mutual inverses giving a 
l-l correspondence between information systems and closed families: If A is 
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an information system then Y(IAI) = A; if F is a closed family then 
(9(F)( = F. 
Proof (i) Let A= (A, Con, t-) be an information system. We show 
IAl is a closed family. 
As Con is non-null and left-closed with respect to c the null set 0 is 
consistent. By Lemma 1.3, B = {a E A 1 /zr k a} is an element of A. By 
axiom (v) it is t--closed. Clearly fz, E x for all x E IAl. Thus /Al has a 
(least) member fzr. So certainly 1 Al is a non-null family of sets. 
Now suppose S is a directed subset of \A\. We show U SE JAI. First, U S 
is consistent. Suppose XE’” U S. Then, because S is directed and X is 
finite, XE s for some s E S. Therefore XE Con. Second, lJ S is k-closed. 
Suppose XE Con, X l-- a, and XC U S. Then as X is finite XG s for some 
s E S. However, s E IA/ so a ES. Thus a E U S. Thus /A/ has unions of 
directed sets. 
Suppose a# UG IAl. We show n UE [A[. Take UE U. We see n U is 
consistent as n U G u. Suppose XL n U and X /- a. Then XG u for all 
u E U. Each u E U is k-closed so a E u. Thus a E n U. Therefore 0 U is 
k-closed and consistent so n UE I Al. 
This proves IAl is a closed family. 
(ii) Let F be a closed family. It is simple to check that Y(F) is an 
information system-we leave the details to the reader. 
(iii) Let A= (A, Con, t-) be an information system. To show 




Obviously A = U I AJ by condition (ii) on information systems. 
Let Xc’“A. If XECon then XGX={~IX~~}EIA(. If XCX, where 
x E [Al, then by the definition of such elements x we must have XE Con. 
Suppose XE Con and a E A. Clearly if X k a then from the definition of 
elements of A we must have XEX * a E x for any x E [Al. Suppose 
(VXE JAI.Xgx=-aEx). Then R= {blXtb}~ IAl so Xka. 
Therefore 9( 1 Al ) = A. 
Let F be a closed family. We show IY(F)l = F. 
If x E F then x E Ij(F)(, directly from the definition of consistency and 
entailment in 9(F). Thus F c I9(F)I. 
Now we show the converse inclusion 19(F)/ c F. Write Y(F) = 
(AF,Con,, kF) as above. Suppose XECon,. Then U={~GFIXG~} is 
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a non-null subset of F from the definition of Con, and 8= n U from the 
definition k F. As F is a closed family REF. Now if x E lY(F)I then 
S = { ZE ‘” x} is a directed subset of (F, G ). As F is a closed family 
x= U SEF. Thus jY(F)l cF. 
The two inclusions give IS(F)1 = F. 
The facts, Y(lAl) = A for all information systems A and I$(F)I = F for 
all closed families F, provide a l-l correspondence between information 
systems and closed families. 1 
Information systems determine a closed family. Ordered by inclusion 
these form a domain. In fact all domains can be presented this way as we 
see later. 
1.7. THEOREM. Let A = (A, Con, k) be an information system. Its 
elements, (A\, ordered by inclusion form a domain i.e. a consistently com- 
plete, algebraic complete partial order. Its finite elements are of the form 
8= (adIX’+z}, h w ere X~con, and the least element of IAl is D. 
Proof Let A = (A, Con, k) be an information system with elements 
IA/. As (Al is a closed family it is a cpo ordered by inclusion with I = B. 
We require that IAl be consistently complete; i.e., if VXE V.-x G y, for 
I/G IAl and YE IAl, then there is a lub of V in (Al. However, if 
Vx E I/.x 2 y then U = { y I Vx E V. x c y } is a non-null subset of the closed 
family (Al. Thus by property (ii) in the definition of closed family we have 
0 U E I AI, and n U is clearly a lub of X. 
We show \A( ordered by inclusion is an algebraic cpo. 
First we characterise the finite elements: Suppose x is a finite element of 
the cpo JAI. Then x= U S, where S is the directed set S= {Xl Xc”” x}. 
Because x is a finite element, x c X for some X zfin x. Thus x = X for some 
X5”” x. Conversely, assume x is an element of the form X for some 
XE Con. Suppose XC lJ S for some directed subset of the cpo IAl. Then 
XZ s for some s E S, making x c s too. This argument shows the finite 
elements of the cpo IAl are precisely those elements of the form R for 
X E Con. 
Clearly for XE (Al we have x= lJ (XI Xc”” x}. Thus each element of IAl 
dominates, and is the lub of, a directed set of finite elements. So IAl 
ordered by inclusion forms an algebraic cpo. 
We conclude that (IAl, E ) is a consistently complete algebraic cpo and 
so a domain. 1 
Thus information systems determine domains of information. Note how 
the subtle idea of information introduced by Scott in his theory of domains 
now has a natural interpretation. By representing a domain as an informa- 
tion system we see the information associated with a computation as the 
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set of tokens that are valid of it and an increase in information as the 
addition of valid tokens to this set. 
An arbitrary domain (consistently complete algebraic cpo) is associated 
with a natural information system. The intuition is that a finite element is 
a piece of information that a computation realises-uses or produces-in 
finite time, so it is natural to take the finite elements as tokens. Then the 
consistency and entailment relations are induced by the original domain. 
A finite set of finite elements is consistent if it is compatible and entails an 
element if its least upper bound dominates the element. 
1.8. DEFINITION. Let (0, E ) be a domain (a consistently complete 
algebraic cpo). Define LSD = (Do, Con, t- ), where Do is the set of finite 
elements of D and Con and k are defined as follows: 
XE Con o XL’” Do & XT, 
XteoXECon&eEUX. 
1.9. PROPOSITION. Let D be a domain. Then ISD is an information 
system with a domain of elements ordered by inclusion isomorphic to D. The 
isomorphism pair is 
lecd), 8: D -+ IZSDl given by 8: d+-+ {eE Do 
4: 1 ISDj -+ D given by I$ x + u x. 
Thus we have shown how an information system determines a domain of 
elements and vice versa how a domain determines an information system 
with an isomorphic domain of elements. We are justified in saying informa- 
tion systems represent domains. In the next section we see this expressed as 
an equivalence of categories. 
2. THE CATEGORY OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Information systems are equipped with morphisms called approximable 
mappings in [Scott, 19821. Approximable mappings between information 
systems correspond to continuous functions between the associated 
domains. 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let A = (A, Con, k ) and B = (B, Con, b ) be informa- 
tion systems. An approximable mapping r: A -+ B is a relation 
r E Con, n Con, such that: 
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0) %r%, 
(ii) XrY & XrY’*Xr(Yu Y’) 
(iii) x’ kA X & XrY & Y EB Y’*X’rY’ 
for all X, x’ E Con, and Y, Y’ E Con,. 
Intuitively an approximable relation expresses how information in one 
information system entails information in another. For an approximable 
mapping r: A + B, XrY can be read as information X in A entails informa- 
tion Yin B. In particular the relation r might be induced by a computation 
which given information in A as input delivers information in B as 
output-see [Scott, 19821 for further intuitions. 
It is easy to see, and is shown in [Scott, 19821, that information systems 
with approximable mappings form a category in which mappings are com- 
posed by the usual composition of relations; the identity mapping on an 
information system A = (A, Con, t ) is the relation b-A G Con, n Con,. 
We have seen how an information system A represents a domain IAl. In 
a similar way an approximable mapping r represent a continuous function 
Irl. This operation I - 1 acting on both information systems and 
approximable mappings is a functor from the category of information 
systems to the category of domains. Conversely, we have seen how a 
domain D can be associated with an information system ZSD and this 
operation extends to continuous functions so that a continuous function 
between domains is associated with an approximable mapping between 
such information systems. This operation IS is a functor from domains to 
information systems. Now when we represent a domain D as an informa- 
tion system ZSD, the domain IZSDl is isomorphic to D. And similarly when 
we take the domain of an information system A, to obtain IAI, and then 
form the information system IS IAl this is isomorphic to the original infor- 
mation system A. In the language of category theory the two functors I-1 
and IS passing back and forth between the two categories determine an 
equivalence of the categories of information systems and domains (see 
[Mac Lane, 19711 for a precise definition of equivalence). 
2.2. PROPOSITION. Let r: A + B be an approximable mapping. Then 
IrI: /Al -+ IBI given by 
Irl (x)= u { YIXGx.XrY) 
is a continuous function between the domains IAl and IBI ordered by inclu- 
sion. In fact I - I is a jiinctor from the category ISys of information systems 
to the category Dom of domains. 
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Let f: D -+ E be a continuous function between cpos D and E. Define the 




Then ISf: ISD + ISE is an approximable mapping. In fact IS is a functor 
from the category Dom of domains to the category ISys of information 
sytems. 
The functors ) - (: ISys -+ Dom and IS: Dom -+ ISys establish an equiv- 
alence of the categories ISys and Dom. 
Because the categories ISys and Dom are equivalent, from a category- 
theoretic point of view they are essentially the same; a categorical construc- 
tion on one passes over via the appropriate functor to the same categorical 
construction on the other. Still we have gained something. The rather 
abstract category of domains of information and continuous functions is 
represented by the more concrete category of information systems and 
approximable mappings. We can work concretely, with basic set theory, to 
produce constructions on information systems. One bonus, as we shall see, 
is an elementary treatment of recursive domain equations. 
3. A COMPLETE PARTIAL ORDER OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Because we work with a concrete representation of domains we can 
replace the usual inverse limit constructions used in building up solutions 
to recursive domain equations by a fixed-point construction on a complete 
partial order of information systems. The order on information systems, 1, 
captures an intuitive notion, that of one information system being a 
subsystem, or substructure, of another. 
3.1. DEFINITION. Let A = (A, Con,, kA) and B= (B, Con,, kB) be 
information systems. Define A _a B iff 
(i) ASB 
(ii) XECon,oXGA & XECon, 
(iii) Xk,aoXcA & aEA & XkBa 
When A SI B, for two information systems A and B, we say A is a 
subsystem of B. 
An information system A is a subsystem of another B iff A is a restriction 
of B to the tokens of A. Precisely: 
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3.2. DEFINITION. Let B = (B, Con,, kB) be an information system and 




3.3. PROPOSITION. Let B = (Con,, j-B) be an information system and let 
A c B. Then B r A is an information system and B r A 4 B. 
Let A = (A, Con,, j--A) and B be information systems. Zf A s B then 
A = B r A. Let A = (A, Con,, k-A) and B = (B, ConB, kB) be information 
systems. Zf their token-sets are equal; i.e., A = B, and A d B then A = B. 
Proof. Obvious from the definition of a. 1 
This definition of subsystem almost gives a complete partial order (cpo) 
of information systems. There is a least information system, the unique one 
with the empty set as tokens. Each o-chain of information systems 
increasing with respect to a has a least upper bound (lub), with tokens, 
consistency, and entailment relations the union of those in the chain. But 
of course information systems form a class and not a set and for this reason 
alone they do not quite form a cpo. We would say they form a large cpo. 
This is all we need. (Very similar approaches to solving domain equations, 
or equations for structures very like domains, occur in [Berry and Curien, 
1981; Winskel, 1982; Aczel, 1983; Scott, 19811. 
THEOREM. The relation I! is a partial order with I =&f (0, {a}, (25) as 
least element. Moreover if A, a A, d . . . g A, 9 . .. is an increasing 
o-chain of information systems Ai= (Ai, Coni, ki) then there exists a least 
upper bound given by 
v Ai=( U Ai, U ti, LJ Coni). 
i i i 
Proof Clearly ~3 is a partial order and L is the a -least information 
structure. 
Let A,sA,II .I. gAig ... be an increasing o-chain of information 
systems Ai= (Ai, Con,, ki). Write A= (A, Con, k)= (lJi Ai, Ui ki, 
Ui Con,). It is routine to check that A is an information system. 
It is an upper bound of the chain: Obviously each Ai is a subset of the 
tokens A; obviously Con, E Con while conversely, if XC A, and XE Con, 
then XE Coni for some j> i but then XE Con, as A,SI Aj; obviously 
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FiS t- while conversely ifXcAi, a6Aj, and Xk-a then Xt-,-for some 
j>i but then Xkia as AigAj. 
It is a least upper bound of the chain: Assume B = (B, Con,, kB) is an 
upper bound of the chain. Clearly then A = u i Ai s B. Clearly Con = 
vi Con,z Con,. Also if XC A and XE Con, then as X is finite XL A, for 
some i. So XECon,cCon as AiaB. Thus XEConoXcA & XECon,. 
Similarly XJ-aoXEA & UEA & Xt--,a. Thus AaB making A the lub 
of the chain. m 
We extend the subsystem relation to n-tuples of information systems. 
They form a large cpo too. 
3.5. DEFINITION. For n E w  write ISys” for all n-tuples (A,, . . . . A,,- ]). 
Write l7, for the projection map IZj( A,, . . . . A, _ ,) = A,. 
For (A,,, . . . . A,- ,) and (B,, . . . . B,_ ,) in ISys” write 
(A,, . . . . L,)_a(Bo, . . . . Be,) oA,_aB,&...&A,~~,~B,-,. 
3.6. Notation. We shall often use the same notation for n-tuples of 
information systems as for single ones. Whether A stands for a single infor- 
mation system or a tuple will always be clear from the context. 
3.7. PROPOSITION. The relation 4 is a partial order on ISys” with least 
element (I, . . . . I). There are least upper bounds of increasing w-chains in 
ISys”; in each coordinate j the least upper bound Ui Ai of a chain 
A,_aA,a ... _aA,_a ‘.. satisfies ci (U, Ai) = lJi Z7,( A,). 
We shall be concerned with continuous operations on information 
systems and using them to define information systems recursively. 
3.8. DEFINITION. Let F: ISys” + ISys” be an operation on information 
systems. 
The operation F is said to be monotonic (with respect to A) iff 
A s B =z. F(A) a F(B) for all information systems A E ISys” and B E ISys”. 
The operation F is said to be continuous (with respect to -3) iff it is 
monotonic and for any increasing o-chain of information systems 
A,4 A, a ... g Aig . . . in ISys”, Ui F(A,) = F(U, Ai). (Note that since 
F is monotonic (Ji F( Ai) exists.) 
Thus, as an example, proposition 3.7 says the projection maps Z7, are 
continuous on tuples of information systems ordered by 5. 
Fortunately in reasoning about the monotonicity and continuity of an 
operation we need only consider one input coordinate and one output 
coordinate at a time because of the following facts, well-known for cpos. 
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3.9. PROPOSITION. Let F: ISys” + ISys” be an operation on information 
systems. 
It is monotonic, respectively continuous, (with respect to I! ) iff it is 
monotonic, respectively continuous, in each argument separately (i.e. con- 
sidered as a function in any one of its argument, holding the others fixed). 
Similarly it is monotonic, respectively continuous (with respect to a ), iff 
it is monotonic, respectively continuous, considered as a function to each 
output coordinate (i.e., each function ITjo F is continuous for j < n). 
Thus in verifying that an operation is monotonic or continuous we 
ultimately have to show certain unary operations are continuous with 
respect to the subsystem relation I!. The next lemma will be a great help 
in proving operations continuous. Generally it is very easy to show that a 
unary operation is monotonic with respect to d and continuous on the 
token sets, a notion we now make precise. 
3.10. DEFINITION. Say a unary operation F on information systems is 
continuous on token sets iff for any w-chain, A0 4 A, a . . 9 Ai 9 . . . , 
each token of F(iJ, Ai) is a token of U, F(A,). 
3.11. LEMMA. Let F be a unary operation on information systems. Then 
F is continuous iff F is monotonic with respect to 9 and continuus on token 
sets. 
Proof only if: obvious. 
if: Let A,, 4 A, d ... A A,_a ... be an o-chain of information 
systems. Clearly UiF(A,)c3F(UjAi) since F is assumed monotonic. Thus 
from the assumption the tokens of U i F(A,) are the same as the tokens of 
F( Ui Ai). Therefore they are the same information system by Proposi- 
tion 3.3. 1 
Now we relate the subsystem relation on information systems to corre- 
sponding relations on families of sets and domains. Recall information 
systems are in l-l correspondence with closed families. The reader will 
have no difficulty in showing: 
3.12. PROPOSITION. For information systems A and B 
AgBolAI = (ynAl y~(Bl}. 
The ordering a on information systems induces an embedding-projec- 
tion pair between domains. Recall the definition of embedding-projection 
pair. 
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3.13. DEFINITION. For domains D and E we write D -as E iff 0: D -+ E 
and 4: E + D are continuous functions such that 4 0 8 = 1 D and 8 0 4 E 1 E. 
Then 9 is called an embedding and 4 is called a projection. 
3.14. THEOREM. Let A = (A, Con,, kA) and B= (B, Con,, F-B) be 
two information systems. Then A d B * IAl ~3; JBJ, where O(x)= 
{bEB13X~x.X/--Bb} and&y)=ynA. 
Proof: It should be checked that 0 and 4 are well-defined as mappings, 
that O(x)E IBJ when XE IAl and d(y) E IAl when YE IBI, and also that the 
mappings are continuous. This is left to the reader. 
The following proves that 0 and 4 form an embedding-projection pair 
between IA( and IBI, i.e., (i)@oO= ls and (ii)Oo#c 1,: 
(i) Let ZE (BI. Then 
(ii) Let x E IAl. Then as A d B we have e(x) n A = 
{u&4I3X~x.X~-,a}=x. u 
Because the categories of domains and information systems are equiv- 
alent, embeddings and projections have their counterparts as approximable 
mappings. The approximable mappings associated with functions tI and 4 
above are IS8 and I,!@ given by 
qzse) ~4-24 & Y~~XJ-, Y 
Y(I@)XoXcA & YGB& Y /-‘BAT 
Embedding-projection pairs are central to the inverse-limit method of 
constructing solutions to recursive domain equations, the original method 
devised by Scott (see [Stoy, 1977; Plotkin, 19781. Intuitively an embed- 
ding-projection pair tells you how one domain approximates another, and 
solutions to recursive domain equations are built up as inverse limits of 
chains of embeddings. Working at the abstract level of domains, the 
embeddings are necessary to express how one domain fits inside another. 
With information systems, however, because they are more concrete, the 
way in which one information system approximates another can be 
expressed directly by 9, based on inclusion of sets. Using the standard 
theory of least fixed points for cpos we know that any continuous opera- 
tion, F, on information systems has a least fixed point fix F given by the 
least upper bound, Ui F’(I), of the increasing w-chain I a F( I ) -a 
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F*(L)a . . . dF”(-L)a . . . . Notice that whereas in constructing the 
solution to recursive domain equations using inverse limits the solution 
is generally a solution only to within isomorphism, when we use least 
fixed points in the cpo of information systems we have the equality 
fix F = F(fix F). 
In the next section we shall see many examples of operations on 
information systems and how we can use the large cpos of this section to 
obtain solutions to recursively defined information systems. Because the 
machinery works for operations ISys” + ISys” we can recursively define 
several information systems simultaneously. 
One thing may be puzzling the reader; why do we build a large cpo from 
the relation d rather than the simpler relation based on coordinatewise 
inclusion of on information in another? This is a partial order and does 
indeed given another large cpo. It even has the added bonus of having 
meets of arbitrary sets and forms a consistently complete algebraic domain 
when restricted to information systems whose tokens all lie in some par- 
ticular set. (This domain could thus be represented by an information 
system itself.) However, it suffers a major drawback; the function space 
construction on information systems-defined in the next section-while 
being continuous in its right argument is not even monotonic in its left 
argument with respect to this inclusion order. 
4. CONSTRUCTIONS 
In this section we give constructions of lifting ( - )t, sum +, separated- 
sum 0, product x , and exponentiation or function space --* on information 
systems. They induce the usual lifting, sum, separated-sum, product, and 
function space of constructions on domains. We choose them with a little 
care so that they are also continuous with respect tog. In this way we can 
produce solutions to recursive equations for information systems written in 
terms of these constructions in a swift, uniform and elegant manner. 
Because each construction extends to a functor on the category of informa- 
tion systems the apparatus transfers to the equivalent category of domains, 
producing solutions to recursive domain equations there. 
Our concrete constructions will rely on these simple operations on sets. 
4.1. Notation. For two sets A and B let A w  B be the disjoint union of 
A and B; i.e., A w  B=({O}xA)u({l}xB). Let inj,:A+A w  B and 
inj i : B + A w  B be the injections taking inj,: a H (0, a) for a G A and 
inj i : b H (l,b) for b E B. Define the partial functions out,, : A w  B + A and 
out, : A w  B -P B projecting out of the disjoint union to the component 
parts by out,:(O,a)ba iff a6A and out,:(l,b)wb iff bEB. We shall 
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often extend functions on sets to functions on subsets in the natural way. 
For example when XG A w  B we write out,Xfor (u E A 1% E X. out,(c) = u>. 
So far we have constructed only one trivial information system 
L=(0, (0>, 0) b ase d on the null set of tokens. Our constructions take 
off with lifting. 
4.2. DEFINITION. Let A = (A, Con, t-) be an information system. Define 
the lifting of A to be A, = (A’, Con’, t’) where: 
(i) A’=(O) t-29 A 
(ii) XECon’oout, XECon 
(iii) X~‘coX#@ & (out,(c)=0 or (!laEA.out,(c)=a & 
out, x ka)). 
This construction like those that follow is best motivated by considering 
its effect on the family of configurations. It prefixes the family by an 
element consisting of an extra token. 
4.3. EXAMPLE. Define 0 = I I . Then 0 has one token (0, 0), consistent 
sets 0 and { (0, 0)}, and entailment relation { (0, 0)} t (0, 0). Its elements 
ordered by inclusion form the domain: 
4.4. PROPOSITION. Let A be an information system. Then A, is an infor- 
mation system with elements of the form 
Proof: First we show { 0 > u ( (0 > w  x IXE IAl > E IA, I. Obviously $3 is 
consistent and 0 tf ’ c for any c so 0 E IA, I. Assume now that x E (Al. We 
show y = (0) w  x is an element of IA, I. Clearly y is consistent. Suppose 
XG y & X t-’ c. Then X# Qr and either out,(c) = 0 so c E y or out1 X t a, 
where out,(c) = a. In the latter case out 1 XG x so a E x, making c E y. Thus 
y is consistent and k’-closed and so an element of A,. 
Now we show the converse inclusion IAt/ G {fa} u {{0} w  X(XE IAl}. 
Suppose y E IA, I and y # 0. As y is k--closed it contains inj,(O). Take 
x = out, y. Clearly x is consistent in A. Suppose 2 E x & Z Ea. Then 
inj i 2 k’ inj ,(a) and inj , 2 E y which implies inj 1 (a) E y so a E x. Therefore 
y = (0) w  x for some element x of A. 1 
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4.5. THEOREM. The operation AH A, is a continuous operation on infor- 
mation systems ordered by a. 
Proof: We use Lemma 3.11. We first show lifting is monotonic. Assume 
A a B for two information systems A= (A, Con,, tA) and B = 
(B, Con,, tB). Write A, = (A’, Con,., k,,,.) and B, = (B’, Con,,, kB,). Let 
us check A,aBr: 
Obviously A’= {0} w  A E (0) w  B= B’; 
Obviously XECon,,oXEB’ & out, XECon,oXcA’ & out, XE 
Con,; 
Obviously 
X# @ & (out,(c) =0 or 
(3aEA.out,(c)=a&out,Xk,a)) 
ozYc_A’&c~A’& 
Xf $3 & (out,(c) = 0 or 
(3aEB.out,(c)=a&out, X/--,a)). 
Thus A, g B,. Therefore (-& is monotonic. It remains to show that it 
acts continuously on token-sets. Let A, a A, a ... I! Ai 9 ... be an 
w-chain of information systems Ai= (Ai, Coni, ki). The set of tokens of 
(Uj Ai), is (0) w  (Ui Ai) which is clearly equal to Ui ((0) w  Ai) the set of 
tokens of Ui (Ai), . Thus by Lemma 3.11 we know lifting is a continuous 
operation on information systems ordered by 9. 1 
4.6. EXAMPLE. Because lifting is continuous wrt I! it has a least fixed 
point 52 = 0,. As an exercise the reader can work out the set of tokens and 
show that its domain of elements 101 is isomorphic to the order type w  + 1. 
Another useful construction is that of the sum of two information 
systems which is formed by juxtaposing disjoint copies of the two informa- 
tion systems. It has the effect of replacing the two bottom elements of the 
two sets of configurations by the single configuration @ so joining disjoint 
copies of the elements at their bottom elements. 
4.7. DEFINITION. Let A,= (A, Con,, kO) and A, = (A, Con,, t,) be 
information systems. Define their sum, A, + A,, to be C = (C, Con, k), 
where 
6) C=(&\{al@ l-,a))w (Al\{a1121 t,a>) 
(ii) XECono3X,ECon,.X=inj,X, or 3X,ECon,.X=inj, X,, 
643/91’?-7 
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(iii) X~a~3X0,ao.Xo~0a, & X=inj,X, & a=inj,(u,) or 
X,,a,.X, /-I a, & X=inj, X, & u=inj,(u,). 
4.8. EXAMPLE. We can define the information system of truth values by 
T = 0 + 0. Its domain of configurations looks like 
4.9. THEOREM. The operation + is a continuous operation on information 
systems ordered by 4. 
Proof: It is necessary to verify that if A and B are information systems 
then so is their sum A + B. That A + B satisfies the properties (i) to (v) 
follows, property for property, from the fact that A and B satisfy (i) to (v). 
We show that + is continuous with respect tog. By definiton of 
continuity we must show that + is continuous in each argument. We prove 
+ continuous in its first argument. Then, by symmetry, it is easy to see 
that + will be continuous in its second argument too. 
First we show + is monotonic in its first argument. Let 
A = (A, Con,, kA), A’= (A’, Con,,, k-as) and B= (B, Con,, F-B) be 
information systems with A d A’. Write C = (C, Con, t ) = A + B and C’ = 
(C’, Con’, k’) = A’ + B. We require C _a C’, i.e., 
(i) CEC’ 
(ii) XEConoXcC & XECon’ 
(iii) XkuoXcC& uEC& Xk’u. 
(i) From the definition of + and the assumption A ~3 A’ we get 
CCC’. 
(ii) “ =s .” Let XE Con. Then X= (0) xX, for some .YO~ Con,,, or 
X={l}xX, for some X,ECon,. Assume X= (0) x X,,. Then clearly 
XG C and X,, E Con,, since A _a A’. Therefore by the definition of +, 
XE Con’. Now assume X= { 1 } x X, where X, E Con,. Then directly from 
the definition of + we have XE Con., . 
(ii) u c: “. Suppose XE Con’ and XE C. Then either X= (0) x X0 
for some X,~Corr,. or X= (1) xX, for some X, E Con,. In the former 
case X0 c A so, as A a A’, we obtain X0 E Con,. In the latter case 
XE Con, trivially. 
(iii) is very similar to (ii). 
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This shows + monotonic in its first argument. It remains to show that 
+ acts continuously on the token sets. Let A, a A, a . . . a Ai a . . . be 
an o-chain of information systems A, = (A i, Con,, ki). The set of tokens of 
(UiAi)+B is ((UieuAi)\{alji.0 l--ia})w (B\{bl0 FBb}) which is 
equal to lJi,, ((A,\(al@ t,a}) w  (B\{bl@ t,b})) the set of tokens of 
Ui (Ai+B). 
Thus + is continuous in its first and, by symmetry, its second argument, 
and is therefore continuous. 1 
4.10. PROPOSITION. Let A and B be information systems. Then 
x~IA+BIo(3y~IAl.x=inj,(y\D)) or 
(3~ E PI .x =injl(y\D)). 
4.11. EXAMPLE. Because + is continuous we can construct the least 
information system N such that N = 0 + N. Its elements form the flat (or 
discrete) domain of integers: 
Another form of sum is common in the literature on cpos. It is the 
so-called separated sum. It can be obtained by composing + with lifting. 
4.12. DEFINITION. Let A and B be information systems. Define their 
separated sum by AQB=A,+B,. 
4.13. THEOREM. The operation 0 is a continuous operation on informu- 
tion systems with respect to a. 
Proof: Clear as separated sum is derived by composing the two 
continuous operations of lifting and sum. 1 
If A and B are information systems the effect of separated sum on their 
domains of elements can be illustrated by: 
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The separated sum forms new bottom elements below the domains and 
fuses them together. 
The product construction on cpos is well-known; it is the coordinatewise 
order on the Cartesian product. The desired effect is obtained on informa- 
tion systems by forming disjoint copies of the token sets and taking finite 
sets to be consistent if their projections are consistent and a consistent set 
to entail a token if it does so when projected into the appropriate compo- 
nent. 
4.14. DEFINITION. Let A,= (A, Con, kO) and A, = (A, Con,, /-,) be 
information systems. Define their producr, A, x A,, to be the information 
system C = (C, Con, + ), where: 
(i) C=Ao w  A, 
(ii) XtzConoout,XECono & out, XECon, 
(iii) X /-- c 0 (Vu E &.a = out,(c) =out(JX~oa) & (VuEA,.a= 
out,(c)*out, Xk, a). 
4.15. THEOREM. The operation x is a continuous operation on informu- 
tion systems ordered by 9. 
Proof It is routine to check that the product of two information 
systems is an information system. We show that the product operation is 
monotonic and continuous on token-sets. Then by Lemma 3.11 we know 
it is continuous with respect to a. 
Monotonic. Let A g A’ and B be information systems. The tokens of 
A n B obviously form a subset of the tokens of A’ n B. Suppose X is a 
subset of the tokens of An B. Then X is consistent in A n B iff 
{~l(O,~)~X} and {bl(l,b)EX} are both consistent in A and B, respec- 
tively. Because Ad A’ this is equivalent to X being consistent in A’ n B. 
Suppose X is a finite set of tokens of A n B and c is a token of A n B. 
Then Xkc in AnB iff (c=(O,a,) & {ul(O,a)~X}) or (c=(l,b,) & 
(b 1 (1, b) E Xi). Because A _a A’ this is equivalent to X l- c in A’ n B. Thus 
A n B a A’ n B. Thus n is monotonic in its first argument. 
Continuous on token-sets. Now let A, 4 A, _a ... g Ai (1 ... be an 
o-chain of information systems. A token of (ui Ai) n B is clearly a token 
of Ai n B for some i E w  and so a token of u i (A i n B). 
Thus by Lemma 3.11, n is continuous in its first argument. Similarly it 
is continuous in its second argument. Thus n is a continuous operation on 
information systems with respect tog. 1 
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As expected the elements of the product of two information systems have 
two components corresponding to an element from each information 
system. 
4.16. PROPOSITION. Let A and B be information systems. Then 
XE AnB oout,xEJAl&out,xE(BI. 
i i 
4.17. EXAMPLE. Now we know that the product construction n of 
information systems is continuous wrt -a we can form information systems 
like T” as the least fixed point of the continuous operation XH T n X, 
where T is the information for truth values. The domain of its elements is 
isomorphic to infinite sequences of elements of T ordered coordinatewise. 
From Scott’s work it is well-known that the continuous functions 
between domains themselves form a domain when ordered pointwise. 
Using information systems the function space is represented by the 
following construction which has the approximable mappings between two 
information systems at its elements. 
4.18. DEFINITION. Let A= (A, Con,, k,) and B = (B, Con,, F-B) be 
information systems. Define their function space, A + B, to be the informa- 
tion system C = (C, Con, t- ), where: 
(i) C = Con, x Con, 
(ii) ((X0, Yd, . . . . (Xn-l, Y,-,)} E Con 0 VZC (0, . . . . (n - l)] 
.U {Xi(iEZ}ECon,*U {YiliEZ}ECon, 
(iii) {(X0, Y,), . . . . (Xn--l, Y,-, ,> l-(X, Y)-u {KIXI-,Xi} I-BY. 
4.19. THEOREM. The operation -+ is a continuous operation on informa- 
tion systems ordered by 9. 
Proof. Firstly we require that the +-operation produces an informa- 
tion system. Let A and B be information systems. We should check that 
A --f B is an information system. The more difficult conditions are (iii) and 
(v) which we verify, leaving the others to the reader: 
(iii) Suppose ((X0, Y,), . . . . (X, - , , Y, - , ) } k (X, Y). We require 
{(X0, Yd, . . . . (X, - 1, Y, - 1 1, (X, Y)} E Con. 
Thus, we require that if Jc (0, . . . . n - 1 > and U (X,1 jeJ> uXECO~, 
then U { y,lj~.Z} u YECon,. Assume tJ {x,lj~J} uXECon,. Then 
u {X,ljeJ}u U (XiIXk.Xi}ECon,. Now as ((Xo, Yo),-~(X~-I~ 
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Y,-,)}ECon this makes U {Y,jj~J>u tJ (Y,/ X/--,X;}ECon,. But 
U (Yi(XkAXij tr, Y, because ((XO, Yo),..., (Xn-l, YE-,)) F(J’, Y)- 
Consequently U (YjljEJ)U U (Yi(xbAxi) ts Y SO U {YiljEJ)U 
YE Con,, as required to verify (iii). 
(v) Suppose ((X0, Y,), ..,, (X+ ,, Y,-,)> I- ((Z0, VO), ..., (Z,- I, 
Vm-,)) t-(V, W). We require ((X0, Y,), . . . . (X,- ,, Y+I)) E(U V, i.e., 
Suppose U kA Z,. Then because U { Yi 1 Z, tA Xi> k.B V, we have 
U {Yiluk~x~) I-Ls~~. Therefore U (Y,lut-~Xi} I--BU (VjIubA 
Zi} kB W. By the transitivity of kB we obtain the required result, and 
have verified (v). 
Satisfied that --t is an operation on information systems we now show it 
is continuous with respect to 4 in each argument separately. We use 
Lemma 3.11. 
First we show --+ is monotonic in its first argument. Suppose A _a A’ and 
B are information systems. Write C = (C, Con, t-) = A -+ B and C’ = 
(C’, Con’, k’) = A’ + B. We require C _a C’ so we check conditions (i), (ii), 
(iii) of 3.1 hold: 
(i) Clearly C= Con, fl Con, E Con,. n Con, = C’. 
(ii) Let (X,,, Y,), . . . . (X,- 1, Y,- ,) be tokens of C. Because A a A’ 
we have UiplXiEConA iff UrE,XiECon>, for a subset I& (0, . . . . (n-l)]. 
So inspecting the definition of the consistency predicate for the + con- 
struction we see that {(X0, Y,), . . . (X,- ,, Y,-,)} E Con iff {(X0, Y,), . . . . 
(Xn-l, Y,-,))ECon’. 
(iii) Suppose (X0, Y,), . . . (XnP,, Y,-,) and (X, Y) are token of C. 
Because A a A’ we have X kA Xi iff X t--A, Xi. So inspecting the definition 
of the entailment relation for the -+ construction we see that {(X0, YO), . . . 
(Xn--l, Yn-,)> I-V, Y)iff {(x0. Yd,... Wnej, Y,-l)) t-‘K 0 
Thus C g C’ so -+ is monotonic in its first argument. 
Now we show + is continuous on token sets in its first argument. Let 
A,aA, I! ... a Ais ... be an o-chain of information systems Ai = 
(Aj, Coni. ti). Let (X, Y) be a token of (UiA,)+B. Then XG”” UiAi is 
a consistent set of tokens from Ui Ai. Being finite Xc Ai for some i E w. But 
then XE Con, so (X, Y) is a token of Ai + B. Thus as required (X, Y) is a 
token of Ui (Ai + B). 
By Lemma 3.11 we deduce that + is continuous in its first argument, A 
similar but even simpler argument shows -+ is continuous in its second 
argument too, and therefore it is continuous. 1 
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4.20. PROPOSITION. Let A and B be information systems. The elements of 
A +.B are precisely the approximable mappings from A to B. 
Remark. We could have constructed an isomorphic information system 
for the function space A + B using tokens Con, n B instead of 
Con, n Con,. For this alternative construction the elements would only 
be in l-l correspondence, and not coincide precisely, with the 
approximable mappings. But of course that is not a problem. 
As remarked in [Scott, 19821 it is the fact that products and function 
spaces exist, along with some mappings natural to them, that makes infor- 
mation systems and approximable mappings form a Cartesian closed 
category. But we have other constructions too. We can now give definitions 
of information systems by composing the operations (- )r, +, 0, x , +, 
tupling, and projection starting from the information system I. Because 
these operations are all continuous with respect to a the definitions can be 
recursive. Clearly these constructions can be used to give a semantics to a 
language with which to define datatypes. These are some well-known 
operations we have not mentioned yet like the Hoare and Smyth power- 
domains, strict function space, and smash product. Their definition is left 
to the reader (see [Scott, 19821). Any operation on information systems, 
provided it is continuous with respect tog, can be used in the recursive 
definition of information systems. One is free to define and use them. 
4.21. EXAMPLE. Let A be some fixed information system. The operation 
XH A @ (X + X) is a continuous operation on information systems. It has 
a least fixed point D = A 0 (D -+ D). This information system, and its 
associated domain, give a nontrivial model for the A-calculus with atoms 
(see, e.g., [Stoy, 1977, or Plotkin, 19781). 
5. CONCLUSION, RELATED WORK 
We have presented a simple treatment of recursively defined information 
systems and through them an elementary treatment of recursive domain 
equations. We turn to the relation with other work and where we think(!) 
the future lies. 
Although information systems carry a strong intuition, as a category, 
with approximable mappings, they are equivalent to category of domains, 
with continuous functions. From the point of view of categorical construc- 
tions they say no more than domains; they are just a representation of the 
old category of domains. (Yes, the cpo of information systems was useful 
but it did nothing that could not have been done before using the more 
abstract method of inverse limits or retracts on a universal domain.) But 
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information systems do have potentially more structure than domains and 
quite likely there are morphisms on them which can respect this greater 
detail. With new morphisms come new constructions, constructions that 
might take into account the internal structure of tokens. If we are to take 
seriously the idea that tokens are assertions, or propositions, they had 
better have internal structure which is taken account of by the morphisms. 
There would be a strong point to this if it made closer the connection 
between denotational semantics and the proof of properties of programs, 
and could exploit the idea that the denotation of a programming construct 
can be the set of assertions which are provable of it. 
In this paper we have said nothing about universal domains and the use 
of retractions to solve domain equations. We say a little about that 
approach and how it relates to what we have described. The method was 
introduced by Dana Scott as an alternative to his inverse limit construc- 
tion, firstly for algebraic lattices using Pw as the universal w-algebraic 
lattice [Scott, 19761 and later for domains in [Scott, 1980, 1981, 19821. In 
[Plotkin, 19781 Gordon Plotkin shows similar results for those domains 
which are coherent using T”‘. The results for the universal domain in 
[Scott, 1980, 1981, 19821 are easily stated in the framework of information 
systems, which will explain the sense in which the domain is universal. The 
universal domain used there-there are many others-is the domain of 
theories of the propositional calculus. This naturally comes along with the 
information system P = (P, Con, k) which consists of tokens the proposi- 
tions built up from a countable set of propositional variables using logical 
connectives, /- the obvious logical entailment, and Con the consistent 
sets-those which do not simultaneously entail a proposition and its nega- 
tion. The information system P is universal in the sense that any countable 
information system can be found as a subsystem of it. And correspondingly 
any domain with a countable basis can be embedded in its associated 
domain, IPI. Thus one can talk about arbitrary domains in terms of projec- 
tion mappings on IPI. Now because the domain is universal its own func- 
tion space embeds in it, so such projections can themselves be regarded as 
elements of IPI, and functors on domains can be represented as operations 
on IPI. In fact domain equations can be solved by taking least fixed points 
of operations on IPI. While it takes a little trouble to set up this machinery 
one clear advantage is that effective functors are now treated in exactly the 
same way as effective functions because that is how they are represented in 
this approach. 
Unfortunately the category Dom, and so ISys, does not have all the 
closure properties one could wish for. The Plotkin powerdomain of a 
domain need not be a domain. For this reason Plotkin proposed the 
category of SFP objects, a full subcategory of o-algebraic cpos which 
includes cu-Dom (see [Pl]). The category of SFP objects is closed under 
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the Plotkin powerdomain functor and is Cartesian-closed. In fact, recently 
Mike Smyth [ 19831 has proved a conjecture of Plotkin that it is the largest 
Cartesian-closed full subcategory of the w-algebraic cpos which affirms the 
naturalness of the category of SFP objects. Because SFP objects are a kind 
of algebraic cpo they can be represented as completions by ideals of certain 
kinds of preorder. Whether or not they have quite as natural a representa- 
tion as information systems remains to be demonstrated. The work of Carl 
Gunter [1985] should help here. There is a characterisation of the three 
powerdomain constructions, the Hoare, the Smyth, and the Plotkin power- 
domain, in terms of modal assertions that can be made about non-deter- 
ministic computations [Winskel, 19831 but the Plotkin powerdomain does 
not quite lit into the scheme of information systems. (One can add disjunc- 
tion to information systems and change the definition of element a little so 
it does, but at present it is clumsy and certainly not ready for the market.) 
Information systems express the logical relations between assertions 
about a computation. On the other hand event structures [Nielsen, 
Plotkin, and Winskel, 19811 express how the computation behaves in time, 
how for example one event causally depends on others. The techniques 
used for event structures are very close to those used for information 
systems. The _a relation on event structures corresponds to Kahn and 
Plotkin’s rigid embeddings [1978] and is used to define event structures 
recursively. There must surely be a natural synthesis of the two kinds of 
structure. There are already examples of the sort of thing we mean in the 
bidomains of Gerard Berry [Berry, 1979; Winskel, 19801 and the struc- 
tures in [Curien, 19821 but it would be pleasant to put all this in a general 
setting. It is also possible that te SFP objects can be represented naturally 
in this way. 
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